
Your Pathway
to Predictive Manufacturing

Where the technology applies
Manufacturing facilities with legacy or smart equipment that 
are currently:

Industry Sheet

Collecting no data at all

Collecting data that gives little to no predictive 
insights (tools like vibration analysis, OEE 
monitoring)

Collecting large amounts of data, driving up 
costs to store/process in the cloud

Immediacy is the name of the game with ONE Tech's MicroAI™. Giving 
data directly to plant operators is a true game changer.
    - Peggy Smedley, 2020 IoT Innovation Awards

Increased automation
makes machinery downtime more costly.1

Challenges in industrial plant operations

Output is not being optimized
due to not understanding the "why" behind critical machine and operator inefficiencies.2

Complex machines are producing enormous amounts of data
making it very expensive to collect and process actionable intelligence.3



Our Solutions: MicroAI™

MicroAI™ is an AI learning engine that aggerates data from PLCs, IoT sensors and other existing sources, to tune itself to 
create a 360 degree view of asset behaviour - delivering performance improvements and securoty insights to any device. 

MicroAI™ effeciently learns machine behaviour to send actionalbe insights, trigger alerts on potential failures and performance 
issues, and ultimately makes the entire manufacturing operation more predictive.

Award-Winning Technology 

REAL TIME ALERTS 
generated when anomalies or signs of failure are detected, or when asset performance deviates.

OPERATIONAL AWARENESS
with analytics that gives deep insight into specific equipment, lines, and global facilities. 
Visibility into manufacturing asset’s performance and health status will help identify ways to improve 
OEE and overall productivity.

CUT COSTS
by minimizing maintenance visits (up to 30% cut in maintenance costs), preventing unplanned 
downtime, and processing and storing data locally instead of on the cloud.
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Advantages from MicroAI™

PLC Data
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Use multiple AI models to compare any number 
of assets for vertical & horizontal analysis

Provide 24/7 asset monitoring regardless of time 
or asset location

Increases speed of processing incoming data 
and reduces processing times

Convert manual processes into dynamic & 
automated AI-enabled workflows

Data-ingestion/mashing to create custom analytics & 
dashboards using MicroAI™ and other data sources 
(PLC's, sensors, robots, databases, API's, flat files, etc.).

AI and ML capabilities enable predictive analytics & 
promote longer asset life cycles

Improve the overall performance of the assets being 
monitored to improve operational performance and cost 
reductions

Special Features

Learning Engine
ONE Tech's semi-supervised learning engine evolves by fine tuning itself in order to deliver optimal 
performance improvements and security enhancements to the machine or device.

Data Types (Channels)
MicroAI™ ingests numerous from of sensor data and can analyze as many data types as needed to 
deliver critical alerts with the highest correlation to the specific event.

High Frequency Response (HFR)
Wehen assets are sensitive to environmental fluctions, operators and technicians require high frequency 
analytics to alert them to any issues. MicroAI™ delivers this seamlessly.

Low Latency Response (LLR)
When actions must be taken on a split second basis to avoid a catastrphic event, MicroAI™ processes all 
its asset data locally. Act upon alert with a virtually instantaneous reaction time. 


